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In recent issues of our journal we have been for
tunate in securing for publication a few articles 
way Signalling. These articles have 
methods of protection, and in 
the necessity for such protection.

Two kinds of protection are most urgent. First, the 
public require protection against their own thoughtless 
acts; and second, the travelling public require protection 
against the. mistakes and carelessness of railway 
ployees. It is to the protection of the second class that 
the term “Railway Signalling” has become more de-
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A study of the railway accidents in Canada leaves 

the impression that the public require more protection 
against their own carelessness than against the mistakes 
of employees. . Three times as many people are killed 
when trespassing on the track than in all other railway 
accidents combined. The deadly highway crossing, the 
open switch, the neglected semaphore and t 
forgot,” all combined, cannot tell such a tale of 
as does the total of killed when trespassing.

We hear a loud call for subways and viaducts, but 
it we would encourage and assist the railways in en
forcing a “No-trespassing-allowed” law it would be 
very much more to the point. To secure the enforce
ment of such a law, more educational work will have 
to be done, just as it requires much compaigning to pre
vent people from attempting to board or alight from 
moving street cars and railway carriages.

Railway signalling is a new art—an art becoming 
highly developed and more successful in its appli

cation daily.. In Canada, we have given the matter but 
ittle attention. But public opinion is demanding a 

higher degree of safety, and railroad officials see the 
possibility of lessening the loss to rolling stock, de
creasing the running time and adding to the safety of 
employees and passengers by adopting the best methods 
ot signalling and train control.

The number of devices offered for this 
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work is197 legion. more new devices 
patented for which all sorts of ridiculous claims are 
made, but the useless and unpractical are soon weeded 
out a R°°d example of the survival of the fittest.

All .he systems devised fall into some one of the 
following classes : Systems worked without 
cuits ;

sees one or202
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track cir-
systems controlled by track circuits complete in 

each block ; systems with track circuits covering thfc 
division.

209
209
208 The perfect system is not yet invented, but signal
218 engineers are improving the practical systems, adding 

to their knowledge and experience, and they and their 
inventions are more anxiously sought after.
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Copy and cuts for changes of advertisements must 

be In our hands by the Monday preceding date of 
issue, if proofs are to be submitted, changes should 
be In our hands at least ten days before date of issue. 
When advertisers fall to comply with these conditions, 
the publishers cannot guarantee that the changes will 

be made.

The closing session of the Western Canada Irriga
tion Convention was marked by the adoption of a number 
of important resolutions—resolutions which were a sort 
of confession of faith of the leaders in irrigation work 
in the three Western Provinces.

That Alberta needed agricultural college they 
were certain, and that the college should be located in 
tne irrigation belt was their dearest wish
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